
Enameling Step by Step Directions 
 Create a final design and label all the enamel colors being used. 
 Wash all needed enamel colors and label in a covered tray for 

storage.  
o To wash enamel: 

 Using a plastic spoon, scoop out needed amount of 
enamel into a glass jar. 

 Add some water. 
 Swirl the water around. 
 Pour out the water, leaving enamel in jar. 
 Repeat at least 3-5 times, until water is clear. 

 File edges of copper at 45 degree angle on each side.  
 Use penny bright to clean each side of the copper – limit finger 

prints after cleaning!  Just touch the edges. 
 Thoroughly dry copper with clean paper towel.  Hold the copper 

only by the edges. 
 Spray back side of copper with aerosol spray mixture of Klyr-fire and 

water. 
 Sift a heavy coat of counter enamel on the back. 
 Flip copper over and spray Klyr-fire mixture. 
 Sift medium coat of either Clear Flux or White Opaque base. (Other enamels 

can be used to cover the front, depends on your design.)  
 Place copper with enamel on a clean trivet to dry and place trivet on a mesh 

screen. 
 To speed the drying, place trivet on the screen with work on a hot kiln, but 

remember… metal transfers heat. 
 Once dry, fire in kiln until enamel melts into smooth glass. (approx 2 min.) 

o To Fire In The Kiln: 
 Use the long two pronged sword to pick up the metal 

screen with trivet. 
 Keeping a level balanced, open the door and place the 

trivet in the center of the kiln. 
 You can use the peep hole or crack the door to peek in 

after about 1:30. 
 Look for the speckle texture to turn to smooth glass 

before pulling out of the kiln.  
 Remove the trivet and set on the ceramic tile to let cool. 
 Remove enamel from trivet and begin applying design. 

o Some might sift next layer, some might wet pack.  See 
directions below for each. 

o SIFTING: 
 Spray Klyr-fire mixture and sift desired color on front 

side of the work. 
 Once dry, enamel can be scratched away to create 

clean lines and shapes within the sift. 
o WET PACKING: 

 Mix Klyr-fire in with desired color enamel. 
 Use a paint brush or dental tool to pick up and apply the enamel on the work. 

 Once the next layer of your design is on the work and dried, fire in the kiln following the same steps as 
above. 

 Repeat the necessary techniques until all aspects of the design are accomplished and fired. 
 After the final firing, use a fine file to file away the oxidation residue on the edges of the copper. 


